The latest exclusive Hacking Exposed strategies for defending against the world’s number one attack type: malware

Fully updated to cover the most current tools, techniques, and exploits, *Hacking Exposed Malware & Rootkits, Second Edition* walks you through the process of defending against the consistent onslaught of malware and rootkit assaults using failsafe methods. The second edition includes all-new real-world case studies and cutting-edge examples to reveal how hackers use readily available tools to infiltrate and hijack networks. The book takes a step-by-step approach to explaining countermeasures to provide the best training in the detection and elimination of malicious, embedded code. The latest intrusion detection, baits, antivirus, anti-rootkit, and anti-spyware technologies are all covered in detail.

- Counter today’s most virulent network attack types
- Find out how malware infects, survives, and propagates across an enterprise
- Detect, kill, and remove virtual, user-mode, and kernel-mode rootkits
- Learn how hackers use archivers, encryptors, and packers to obfuscate code
- Defend against keylogging, redirect, click fraud, and identity theft threats

**Audience**

*Hacking Exposed Malware & Rootkits: Security Secrets and Solutions, Second Edition* is written for information security professionals who are responsible for keeping networks safe, such as network and security managers, security researchers, malware analysts, and network analysts.
This practical, detailed guide shows how to create, store, and share documents in the cloud with Microsoft’s free OneDrive and Office Online services.

How to Do Everything: Microsoft Office Online provides step-by-step instructions for getting the most out of Microsoft’s renamed and rebranded cloud services. OneDrive offers free cloud-based storage, accessible worldwide, and across multiple devices, including Windows, Mac, iPad, and Android, plus access to Office Online.

The book covers all essential and many advanced features, including Word, Excel, PowerPoint, and OneNote. Readers learn how to automatically save backup copies of all files, access them from anywhere using any device, and share files with anyone. The book also explains the OneNote workspace, with the ability to create, format, organize, search, share and save information and ideas on the fly.

- Covers the latest generation of Microsoft’s cloud storage and online document creation apps, including Word, Excel, PowerPoint, and OneNote
- Explains how to effectively use OneDrive and Office Online with the various screen interfaces available with Windows, Mac OSX, Apple iOS, and Android devices
- Hands-on direction for using a touch screen, as well as a mouse, a trackpad, and a keyboard including many shortcuts on the various devices

Audience

The market for this book is the large and rapidly growing universe of users and potential users of Microsoft's OneDrive and Office Online cloud computing offerings, including home users, students, and business professionals. Cloud computing's rise in popularity is due to easier collaboration, increased productivity, reduced costs, and better backup and access to data. By 2015, end-user spending on cloud services could reach more than $180 billion (Forbes).
Written for seniors by seniors, this full-color, visual guide uses step-by-step graphics and easy-to-follow instructions for using the versatile and fun features of the latest iPhone models.

*iPhone for Seniors QuickSteps* gets older readers up and running quickly and easily on the iPhone. The book features a full-color, heavily illustrated, step-by-step format designed for visual learners. The landscape-oriented layout displays screenshots with callouts that show and explain exactly what readers will see on their iPhones while doing a task.

This unique guide emphasizes activities and topics of particular interest to seniors, such as new health apps. While competing titles can overwhelm readers with jargon and coverage of every feature, this book zeroes in on the most important topics. Instructions are brief, written in plain language, and based on specific examples. Lots of color visuals lead readers through all the steps necessary to accomplish a task. In addition to being technology experts and experienced computer book writers, the authors themselves are seniors and have spent many hours getting other seniors comfortable with computers. Their personal experiences contribute to the familiar voice and useful anecdotes throughout the book.

- Covers the latest generation iPhones (iPhone 6) and operating system (iOS 8)
- Shows how to download and use apps of interest to seniors such as AARP, Life Alert, Elder 411, Magnifier, Web MD, and My Medical
- Explains how to customize the iPhone; make calls; use apps; browse the Internet; use email; manage contacts; navigate; read books, newspapers, and magazines; listen to music; watch videos; play games; and more

**Audience**

This book is aimed specifically at seniors, people 55 and older, who are not entirely comfortable with smartphone technology and computers.
Mike Meyers, the #1 name in CompTIA training and exam preparation, is revising his bestselling exam guide to cover the 2015 release of the CompTIA Network+ exam.

CompTIA Network+ All-in-One Exam Guide, Sixth Edition (Exam N10-006) features the proven preferred program for delivering the key information readers rely on to pass the vendor-neutral CompTIA Network+ exam and be successful on the job. Mike’s “down in the trenches” voice and his ability to provide clear explanations of core, and sometimes complex, concepts has made this book the bestselling CompTIA Network+ self-study guide available, and also a trendsetting title in training and education markets. This authoritative exam guide features learning objectives at the beginning of each chapter, exam tips, practice questions, and in-depth explanations.

Completely revised and updated, the book covers new and upcoming exam areas, including convergence technologies (video and teleconferencing over networks), cloud and virtualization technologies, enhanced networking security concepts, and industry standards and best practices. In addition, book will include 21 interactive digital simulations to prepare readers for CompTIA's new performance-based testing items.

- NEW features: pre-assessment test, allowing readers to gauge their familiarity of the exam blueprint, and step-by-step labs for readers to get a better understanding of difficult topics
- Electronic content includes: 100+ practice questions; test engine that provides practice exams or quizzes that can be customized by chapter or exam objective; 21 lab simulations; one hour of video training; a new collection of Mike's favorite shareware and freeware networking tools and utilities; PDF copy of the book
- CompTIA reviewed and approved: CAQC (CompTIA Approved Quality Curriculum)

Audience

CompTIA Network+ is one of the top ten most popular certifications among IT professionals. Since its debut in 1999, more than 180,000 professionals have become CompTIA Network+ certified (last updated in 2008).
An Oracle ACE offers best practices and real-world advice for a mission-critical migration to Oracle Fusion Applications—the next-generation suite of enterprise business applications.

*Oracle Fusion Applications Migration* serves as a foundational resource for organizations moving from the massively deployed Oracle eBusiness Suite to the powerfully complex Oracle Fusion Applications. Oracle ACE and Enterprise Architect Chris Ostrowski explores all facets of the process and skill sets required to adopt and implement Oracle Fusion Applications.

With well over 100 modules Oracle Fusion Applications incorporates the best-of-breed technologies from the majority of Oracle’s recent strategic corporate acquisitions. This cluster of software is built on top of the Oracle Fusion Middleware technology stack which leverages the service-oriented architecture capabilities of Oracle Fusion Architecture. The complexity and size of Oracle Fusion Applications requires even experienced users to carefully re-imagine how they achieve results. Chris Ostrowski’s hands-on approach walks DBAs, architects, and procurement officers through reasons for upgrading and the resources required for moving to this complete suite of modular applications.

- Subjective voice offers an architectural overview of Oracle Fusion Application technologies
- Specifically addresses security issues and new features
- A practical game-plan approach to migrating from current systems to state-of-the-art software cluster
- Presents best practices for the adoption and implementation of Oracle Fusion Applications

**Audience**

Core Oracle DBAs, System Architects, Developers, Security Experts, Business Process Analysts, Procurement Managers
Title: Mike Meyers CompTIA Network+ Guide to Managing and Troubleshooting Networks, 4/e

Authors: Michael Meyers


Highly regarded as the industry’s leading expert and educator on introductory PC hardware and networking technologies, bestselling author and networking guru Mike Meyers covers the 2015 CompTIA Network+ exam in this completely updated and refreshed full-color, illustrated textbook, complete with enhanced digital supplements.

Mike Meyers’ CompTIA Network+ Guide to Managing and Troubleshooting Networks, Fourth Edition (N10-006) is the most effective, classroom-based test preparation package available for schools, praised by many for its conversational style and real-world applicability. The new edition covers installing, configuring, and troubleshooting basic networking hardware, protocols, and services, as well as new topics, including convergence technologies (video and teleconferencing over networks), cloud and virtualization technologies, enhanced networking security concepts, and industry standards and best practices.

The engaging, full-color design features photos, screen captures, and illustrations, and has a dynamic feel that supports the interactive learning elements. A pre-assessment test measures students’ familiarity with the exam topics. This textbook’s pedagogy includes sidebars with tips and questions, critical skill-building activities, and end-of-chapter review and assessment with multiple-choice questions, case-study questions, and lab projects.

- Student CD-ROM provides a self-assessment engine with full practice exams, more than one hour of video presentation from Mike Meyers, and tools and utilities for students to use in labs or on the job.
- Students also get access to 21 brand-new, hands-on digital simulations, which will help prepare them for the new performance-based questions
- CompTIA reviewed and approved: CAQC (CompTIA Authorized Quality Curriculum)
- Ancillaries for Higher Education: Free Online Learning Center for Instructors and Students, which includes Instructor’s Guide, Syllabus, PowerPoint slides, and Test Bank software. LMS Cartridges available in EZ Test, Blackboard, Angel, and WebCT.

Audience

People taking CompTIA Network+ certification.